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2 M. BORKOVEC AND C. KL�UPPELBERGde�ned by�2n = �0 + pXj=1 �jX2n�j ; �0 > 0 ; �1; : : : ; �p�1 � 0; �p > 0 ; n 2 N ;(1.2)where p is the order of the ARCH proess.In a series of papers, the ARCH model has been analyzed, generalized and usedto test for time-varying risk premia in the �nanial market. We refer for instaneto the survey artile by Bollerslev, Chou and Kroner (1992). The most famousgeneralization to so-alled generalized ARCH (GARCH) proesses was proposed inBollerslev (1986). The volatility �n is now a linear funtion of Xn�1; Xn�2; ::: and�n�1; �n�2; ::: . ARCH and GARCH models are widely used to model �nanial timeseries sine they apture ertain empirial observations in �nanial data, namely thetendeny for volatility lustering and the fat that unonditional prie and returndistributions tend to have fatter tails than the normal distribution.The lass of autoregressive (AR) models with ARCH errors introdued by Weiss(1984) are another extension. These models are also alled SETAR-ARCH models(self-exiting autoregressive). They are de�ned byXn = f(Xn�1; :::; Xn�k) + �n "n; n � k ;(1.3)where f is again a linear funtion in its arguments and �n is given by (1.2). Thismodel ombines the advantages of an AR model whih targets more on the ondi-tional mean of Xn (given the past) and an ARCH model whih onentrates on theonditional variane of Xn (given the past).The lass of models de�ned by (1.3) embodies various nonlinear models. In thispaper we fous on the AR(1) proess with ARCH(1) errors, i.e. f(Xn�1; :::; Xn�k) =�Xn�1 for some � 2 R and �n is given in (1.2) with p = 1. This Markovian modelis analytially tratable and may serve as a prototype for the larger lass of models(1.3).The purpose of this artile is to investigate the tail of the stationary distributionof the AR(1) proess with ARCH(1) errors (Xn)n2N. The model has also been on-sidered by Diebolt and Gu�egan (1990) and Maerker (1997). For � = 0 the proessis an AR(1) proess whose stationary distribution is determined by the innovations("n)n2N, for "n normal it is a Gaussian proess. In the ARCH(1) ase (the ase when� = 0) the tail is known (see e.g. Goldie (1991) or Embrehts, Kl�uppelberg andMikosh (1997), Setion 8.4). The result was obtained by onsidering the squareARCH(1) proess whih leads to a stohasti di�erene equation whih �ts in thesetting of Kesten (1973) and Vervaat (1979). This approah is, however, in generalnot possible or at least not obvious for � 6= 0. Nevertheless for "n normal, provideda stationary distribution exists, a harateristi funtion argument transforms the



THE TAIL OF AN AR(1)-PROCESS WITH ARCH(1) ERRORS 3model suh that the results by Kesten (1973), Vervaat (1979) and Goldie (1991)may be applied. We refer to Remark 10 for further details.For the general ase we present another tehnique for evaluating the tail ofthe stationary distribution using the Drasin-Shea Tauberian theorem whih anbe found for instane in Bingham, Goldie and Teugels (1987). In ontrast toKesten (1973) and Goldie (1991), this approah has the drawbak that it gives noinformation on the slowly varying funtion present in the tail of the stationarydistribution. However, on the other side, the method also applies to proesseswhih do not �t in the framework of Kesten (1973) or Goldie (1991). Furthermore,the Tauberian approah does not depend on additional assumptions whih areoften very hard to hek (e.g. the existene of ertain moments of the stationarydistribution). See also the disussion in the introdution of Setion 4. Combiningour method with results in Goldie (1991), we �nally speify the slowly varyingfuntion of the tail of the stationary distribution of (Xn)n2N. Note that Goldie'sresults annot be applied in the general ase without the Tauberian approah.The Tauberian approah guarantees that the assumptions in Goldie (1991) aresatis�ed. The results in the present paper an be applied to study the behaviorof the extremes and of the sample autoovariane and autoorrelation funtion of(Xn)n2N; see Borkove (2000) and Borkove (2001).The organization of this paper is as follows. In Setion 2 we present the modeland introdue the required assumptions on the innovations ("n)n2N. We distinguishbetween the so-alled general onditions and the tehnial onditions (D:1)�(D:3).They are assumed to hold throughout this paper if it is not stated otherwise. InSetion 3 we determine the parameter set of stationarity for our model and thetail of the stationary distribution. In Theorem 3 we summarize some probabilistiproperties of (Xn)n2N, in partiular the existene and uniqueness of a stationarydistribution. Setion 4 investigates the tail of the stationary distribution. Theorem 8is the main theorem in this setion. We show that the stationary distribution hasa Pareto-like tail with a well-spei�ed tail index. For � = 0 our result oinideswith the orresponding result in Goldie (1991) whereas for � 6= 0 the tail indexis determined by the autoregressive oeÆient � and the ARCH(1) parameter �.The proof of this result will be an appliation of a modi�ation of the Drasin-SheaTauberian theorem.2. Assumptions on the model. We onsider throughout this paper an au-toregressive model of order 1 with autoregressive onditionally heterosedasti er-rors of order 1 (AR(1) model with ARCH(1) errors) whih is de�ned by the stohas-



4 M. BORKOVEC AND C. KL�UPPELBERGti di�erene equationXn = �Xn�1 +q� + �X2n�1"n ; n 2 N ;(2.1)where ("n)n2N are i.i.d. symmetri random variables, � 2 R; �; � > 0 and X0 isindependent of ("n)n2N.Let " be a generi random variable with the same distribution funtion H as"n. In what follows, we assume without loss of generality � � 0 (for a justi�a-tion see Remark 4 below) and that the following general onditions for " are in fore:" has full support R ;" is symmetri with ontinuous Lebesgue density p ;(2.2) the seond moment of " exists :Note that the proess is evidently a homogeneous Markov hain with state spae Requipped with the Borel �-algebra. The transition kernel density is given byP (X1 2 dy jX0 = x) = 1p� + �x2 p( y � �xp� + �x2 )dy ; x 2 R :(2.3)Under appropriate onditions on � and �, Theorem 3 in Setion 2 guarantees theexistene and uniqueness of a stationary distribution � of (Xn)n2N. By F we denotethe distribution funtion of � and X is a random variable with distribution funtionF . From the stohasti di�erene equation (2.1) it is straightforward thatX satis�esthe �xpoint equation X d= �X +p� + �X2 " ;(2.4)where " is independent ofX . In order to determine the tail of the stationary distribu-tion funtion F we need some additional tehnial assumptions on p andH = 1�H ,the density and the distribution tail of ":(D:1) p(x) � p(x0) for every 0 � x < x0 .(D:2) The lower and upper Matuszewska indies of H are equal, i.e.�1 �  := lim�!1 log lim supx!1H(�x)=H(x)log �= lim�!1 log lim infx!1H(�x)=H(x)log � � 0 :(D:3) If  = �1 then for all Æ > 0 there exist onstants q 2 (0; 1) and x0 > 0 suhthat for all x > x0 and t > xqp(x� �tp�t2 ) � (1� Æ) p( x� �tp� + �t2 ) :(2.5)If  > �1 then for all Æ > 0 there exist onstants x0 > 0 and T > 0 suh that forall x > x0 and t > T the inequality (2.5) holds.



THE TAIL OF AN AR(1)-PROCESS WITH ARCH(1) ERRORS 5The de�nition of the lower and upper Matuszewska indies an be found e.g. inBingham et al. (1987), p. 68; for the above representation we used Theorem 2.1.5and Corollary 2.1.6. The ase  = �1 orresponds to a tail whih is exponen-tially dereasing. For  2 (�1; 0℄ ondition (D:2) is equivalent to the existene ofonstants 0 �  � C <1 suh that for all � > 1, uniformly in � 2 [1;�℄,(1 + o(1))� � H(�x)H(x) � C(1 + o(1))� ; x!1 :(2.6)In partiular, a distribution with a regularly varying tail satis�es (D:2); the value is then the tail index. Due to the equality of the Matuszewska indies and themonotoniity of p we obtain easily some asymptoti properties of H and of p,respetively.Proposition 1. Suppose the general onditions (2.2) and (D:1)� (D:3) hold.Then the following holds:(a) limx!1 xmH(x) = 0 and E(j"jm) <1 for all m < �.(b) limx!1 xmH(x) =1 and E(j"jm) =1 for all m > �.() limx!1 xm+1p(x) = 0 for all m < �.(d) If  > �1, there exist onstants 0 <  � C <1 suh that � lim infx!1 x p(x)H(x) � lim supx!1 x p(x)H(x) � C :Moreover, there exist onstants 0 � d � D < 1 suh that for all � > 1, uniformlyin � 2 [1;�℄,d(1 + o(1))��1 � p(�x)p(x) � D(1 + o(1))��1 ; x!1 :(2.7)Furthermore, in this ase (2.7) is equivalent to (2.6) or (D:2).Proof. Statements (a) and (b) are immediate onsequenes of Theorem 2.2.2of Bingham et al. (1987). () follows from (a) and the monotoniity of p. Applying(2.6) and using again the monotoniity of p yields (d).The general onditions (2.2) and assumption (D:1) are fairly general and an beheked easily, whereas (D:2) and in partiular (D:3) seem to be quite tehnialand intratable. Nevertheless, numerous densities satisfy these assumptions.Example 1. We give two di�erent lasses of densities, whih satisfy the generalonditions (2.2) and (D:1)� (D:3).(a) p�;�(x) / exp(�jxj�� ), x 2 R, for parameters �; � > 0.Note that this family of densities inludes the Laplae (double exponential) density



6 M. BORKOVEC AND C. KL�UPPELBERG(� = 1) and the normal density with mean 0 (� = 2).It is straightforward that the general onditions and (D:1); (D:2) with  = �1hold. In order to show (D:3), hoose q 2 (�=(� + 2); 1). Then for every x > 0 andt > xq , p�;� �x� �tp�t2 �p�;�  x� �tp� + �t2! = p�;� � xp�t � �p��p�;�  � xp�t � �p���1 + ��t2��1=2!= exp��1� ��� xp�t � �p� �����1� ���1 + ��t2 �����=2��� exp�� ���2��1+�=2 jxj���q�2q � �����2��1+�=2 jxj�2q� ;where � = max(1; 2�). The rhs is arbitrary lose to 1 for x suÆiently large andtherefore (D:3) holds.(b) pa;�;�(x) / �1 + x2� ��(�+1)=2�1 + a sin �2� log(1 + x2� )��, x 2 R,for parameters � > 2, � > 0 and a 2 �0; �+ 1�+ 1 + 4� �.This family of densities inludes e.g. the Student's distribution density with param-eter � (set a = 0 and � = �).One an easily see that the general onditions hold. (D:1) is satis�ed beause of thehoie of a. Furthermore, for all � > 1, uniformly in � 2 [1;�℄,1� a1 + a (1 + o(1))��(�+1) � p(�x)p(x) � 1 + a1� a (1 + o(1))��(�+1) ; x!1 :In partiular, pa;�;� is regularly varying if and only if a = 0. By Proposition 1(d),ondition (D:2) is satis�ed with  = ��. It remains to show (D:3). Let Æ > 0 bearbitrary and hoose T suh that�1 + ��T 2��(�+1)=2�1� 2� a �(1� a)�T 2� � 1� Æ :(2.8)Next note that for every x > 0, setting b(t) = 1 + �=(�t2), t � 0, we obtain�����1 + a sin �2� log �1 + y2b(T )=���1 + a sin (2� log (1 + y2=�)) � 1����� � 2� a �(1� a)�T 2 :(2.9)



THE TAIL OF AN AR(1)-PROCESS WITH ARCH(1) ERRORS 7Using (2.8) and (2.9), we have for every t � T , x > 0 and y = � xp�t � �p�� =pb(T ),pa;�;� �x� �tp�t2 �pa;�;� x� �tp� + �t2! = pa;�;� �ypb(t)�pa;�;�(y)� pa;�;� �ypb(T )�pa;�;�(y)� b(T )�(�+1)=2 1 + a sin �2� log �1 + y2b(T )=���1 + a sin (2� log (1 + y2=�))� b(T )�(�+1)=2�1� 2� a �(1� a)�T 2�� 1� Æ :3. Existene and uniqueness of a stationary distribution. In this setionwe summarize in Theorem 3 some properties of the proess (Xn)n2N. In partiular,the geometri ergodiity guarantees the existene and uniqueness of a stationarydistribution. For an introdution to Markov hain terminology we refer to Tweedie(1976) or Meyn and Tweedie (1993).The next proposition follows easily from well-known properties of moment gen-erating funtions (one an follow the proof of the ase � = 0; see e.g. Lemma 8.4.6of Embrehts et al. (1997)).Proposition 2. Let " be a random variable with probability density p satisfyingthe general onditions (2.2). De�ne h�;� : [0;1) ! [0;1℄ for � 2 R and � > 0 byh�;�(u) := E(j�+p� "ju) ; u � 0 :(3.1)(a) The funtion h�;�(�) is stritly onvex in [0; T ), whereT := inffu � 0 jE(jp� "ju) =1g :(b) If furthermore the parameters � and � are hosen suh thath0�;�(0) = E(log j�+p� "j) < 0 ;(3.2)



8 M. BORKOVEC AND C. KL�UPPELBERGthen there exists a unique solution � = �(�; �) > 0 to the equation h�;�(u) = 1.Moreover, under h0�;�(0) < 0 ,�(�; �)8><>:> 2 ; �2 + �E("2) < 1 ;= 2 ; �2 + �E("2) = 1 ;< 2 ; �2 + �E("2) > 1 :(3.3)Remark 2. (a) By Jensen's inequality �2 + �E("2) < 1 implies h0�;�(0) < 0.(b) Proposition 2 holds in partiular for a standard normal random variable ". Inthis ase T =1.() In general, it is not possible to determine expliitly whih parameters � and �satisfy (3.2). If � = 0 (i.e. in the ARCH(1)-ase) and " � N(0; 1) (3.2) is ful�lledif and only if � 2 (0; 2e), where  is Euler's onstant (see e.g. Embrehts et al.(1997), Setion 8.4). For � 6= 0, Tables 1 and 2 show numerial domains of � and� for " � N(0; 1). See also Kiefersbek (1999) for numerial results in some non-normal ases.(d) Note that � is a funtion of � and �. Sine " is symmetri � does not dependon the sign of �. For " � N(0; 1) we an show: for �xed �, � is dereasing in j�j.See also Table 3.Proof Let '(� j�; �2) denote the normal density with mean � and variane �2.Then, by symmetry of ',�h�;�(u)�� = 1� Z 1�1 jyju(y � �)'(yj�; �)dy= 1� �Z 0�1(�y)u(y � �)'(yj�; �)dy + Z 10 yu(y � �)'(yj�; �)dy�= u Z 10 yu�1 ('(yj�; �) � '(yj � �; �)) dy > 0 ; u � 0 ;where the last line follows by integration by parts with respet to y. We maytherefore onlude that, if �0 > � then h�;�(u) < h�0;�(u) for any �; u. Assume�(�) � �(�0). Then we have by Proposition 2(b) and H�older's inequality that1 = h�;�(�(�)) < h�0;�(�(�)) � h�0;�(�(�0))�(�)=�(�0) = 1 ;whih is a ontradition.We are now ready to state the following theorem.Theorem 3. Consider the proess (Xn)n2N in (2.1) with ("n)n2N satisfyingthe general onditions (2.2) and with parameters � and � satisfying (3.2). Then thefollowing assertions hold:



THE TAIL OF AN AR(1)-PROCESS WITH ARCH(1) ERRORS 9j�j 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6� (0,3.56℄ (0,3.55℄ (0,3.52℄ (0,3.47℄ (0,3.39℄ (0,3.30℄ (0,3.18℄j�j 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 1.2 1.25 1.27� (0,2.87℄ (0,2.66℄ (0,2.42℄ (0.17,2.11℄ (0.38,1.69℄ (0.58,1.38℄ (0.75,1.19℄Table 1Numerial domain of � dependent on j�j suh that h0�;�(0) < 0 in the ase " � N(0; 1).
� 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9j�j 1.05 1.11 1.16 1.20 1.23 1.25 1.26 1.27 1.28� 1 1.1 1.2 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 3.56j�j 1.28 1.27 1.27 1.23 1.13 0.97 0.72 0.24 0.04Table 2Numerial supremum of j�j dependent on � suh that h0�;�(0) < 0 in the ase " � N(0; 1).

j�j � 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.50 12.85 6.09 3.82 2.67 1.99 1.54 1.07 0.61 0.33 0.15 0.010:2 11.00 5.49 3.52 2.51 1.89 1.46 1.03 0.59 0.32 0.13 0.010:4 8.12 4.28 2.87 2.10 1.61 1.26 0.90 0.51 0.27 0.10 -0:6 5.41 3.03 2.12 1.60 1.25 0.99 0.71 0.39 0.19 0.05 -0:8 3.00 1.85 1.37 1.07 0.85 0.68 0.48 0.25 0.09 - -1:0 0.96 0.83 0.70 0.57 0.47 0.37 0.25 0.09 - - -1:2 - 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 - - - -Table 3Numerial solution of h�;�(�) = 1 for � = �(�;�) dependent on � and � in the ase " � N(0; 1).For � = 0 a similar table an be found in de Haan et al. (1989).



10 M. BORKOVEC AND C. KL�UPPELBERG(a) Let � be the normalized Lebesgue-measure �(�) := �(�\[�M;M ℄)=�([�M;M ℄).Then (Xn)n2N is an aperiodi positive �-reurrent Harris hain with regener-ation set [�M;M ℄ for M large enough.(b) (Xn)n2N is geometri ergodi. In partiular, (Xn)n2N has a unique stationarydistribution and satis�es the strong mixing ondition with geometri rate ofonvergene. The stationary distribution is ontinuous and symmetri.() If �2 + �E("2) < 1, then the stationary distribution of (Xn)n2N has �niteseond moment.Remark 4. (a) Statements (a) and (b) are basially a olletion of results ofDiebolt and Gu�egan (1990) and Maerker (1997). They assume �2 + �E("2) < 1and hene only over the �nite variane ase. The model �ts also into the moregeneral framework of \iterated random Lipshitz funtions"; see Alsmeyer (2000).(b) When we study the stationary distribution of (Xn)n2N we may w.l.o.g. assumethat � � 0. For a justi�ation, onsider the proess ( eXn)n2N = ((�1)nXn)n2Nwhih satis�es to the stohasti di�erene equationeXn = �� eXn�1 +q� + � eX2n�1 "n ; n 2 N ;where ("n)n2N are the same random variables as in (2.1) and eX0 = X0. If � < 0,beause of the symmetry of the stationary distribution, we may hene study thenew proess ( eXn)n2N:() By statement (), the assumption �2+�E("2) < 1 is suÆient for the existeneof the seond moment. We will see in Remark 9() that it is also neessary.Proof of Theorem 3.3. Beause of the strit positivity and ontinuity of thetransition density the proess (Xn)n2N is a �-irreduible Feller hain. By Feigin andTweedie (1984), p. 3, this implies that every ompat set of the state spae withpositive Lebesgue measure is small and thus [�M;M ℄ is small for arbitraryM > 0.Finally, by Proposition 5.3 of Tweedie (1976), [�M;M ℄ is a status set for (Xn)n2N.(a) Beause of Proposition 2, for � 2 R and � > 0 suh that h0�;�(0) < 0 thereexists a � > 0 suh that h�;�(u) < 1 for every u 2 (0; �) and h�;�(0) = h�;�(�) = 1.Now hoose � 2 (0;min(�; 2)) and Æ 2 (0; 1�h�;�(�)) arbitrary. For any suh � andÆ there exists a onstant C = C(�; Æ) 2 (0; 1) suh thath�;�(�) + Æ � 1� 2C :(3.4)



THE TAIL OF AN AR(1)-PROCESS WITH ARCH(1) ERRORS 11De�ne g(x) := 1 + jxj� � 1 for every x 2 R. For M large enough and jxj > M wehave by ontinuity of h�;� in ����h�x=px2+�=� ;�(�)� h�;�(�)��� < Æ(3.5)and C g(x) � 1 + (h�;�(�)� Æ)(�1 +O(jxj��2)) ;(3.6)sine � < 2, h�;�(�) � Æ is independent of x and g inreases to 1. From (2.3) weobtain for x!1Z(�1;1) g(y)P (X1 2 dy jX0 = x)= 1 + (� + �x2)�=2E(j �xp�x2 + � + "j�)= 1 + (�� + x2)�=2h�x=px2+�=� ;�(�)= 1 + (1 +O(x�2))jxj� h�x=px2+�=� ;�(�)= 1 +O(jxj��2)h�x=px2+�=� ;�(�) + jxj� h�x=px2+�=� ;�(�)= 1 + ��1 +O(jxj��2)� h�x=px2+�=� ;�(�) + g(x)h�x=px2+�=� ;�(�) ;where the third line follows from Taylor expansion. Together with (3.4)-(3.6), weobtain for every x 2 R with jxj > M ,Z(�1;1) g(y)P (X1 2 dy jX0 = x) � C g(x) + (1� 2C)g(x)(3.7) = (1� C)g(x) :De�ne �[�M;M ℄ := inffn � 1 jXn 2 [�M;M ℄gand let x 2 R be arbitrary. Then we haveE(�[�M;M ℄ jX0 = x) = E(1fX12[�M;M ℄gE(�[�M;M ℄jX1)jX0 = x)+E(1fX12[�M;M ℄gE(�[�M;M ℄jX1)jX0 = x)� 1 +E(1fX12[�M;M ℄gE(�[�M;M ℄jX1)jX0 = x)� 1 + Z[�M;M ℄ E(�[�M;M ℄jX1 = y)P (X1 2 dyjX0 = x) :



12 M. BORKOVEC AND C. KL�UPPELBERGBy (3.7), Theorem 3 of Tweedie (1983a) holds and we obtain for all x 2 R ,E(�[�M;M ℄jX0 = x) � 1 + Z[�M;M ℄ g(y)C P (X1 2 dyjX0 = x)� 1 + 1C +E �����x+p�x2 + �"����� <1(3.8)and thus [�M;M ℄ is Harris reurrent. Sine the transition density of (Xn)n2N isstritly positive on [�M;M ℄ we know from Asmussen (1987), p. 151, that thereexists some onstant eC 2 (0; 1) suh thatP (X1 2 B jX0 = x) � eC �(B)(3.9)for every x 2 [�M;M ℄ and any Borel-measurable set B, i.e. (Xn)n2N is a Harrishain with regeneration set [�M;M ℄. Finally, by Theorem 9.1 of Tweedie (1976),(3.7) and the fat that [�M;M ℄ is a status set, (Xn)n2N is positive Harris �-reurrent.(b) Note that supx2[�M;M ℄ZR g(y)P (X1 2 dyjX0 = x)= 1 + supx2[�M;M ℄E �����x+p�x2 + �"����� < 1 :(3.10)Thus the geometri ergodiity follows from Theorem 4 of Tweedie (1983a) and thesame arguments as in the proof of statement (a) of this theorem. The proess istherefore strongly mixing with a geometri rate. The symmetry of the stationarydistribution follows from the ergodiity and the fat that the proesses (Xn)n2N and(�Xn)n2N have the same transition probabilities, hene the same unique stationarydistribution. Finally, beause of the ontinuity of the transition probabilities, thestationary distribution funtion is ontinuous as well.() De�ne now the small setA := �x 2 R jx2 � maxf1; �E("2)(1� 2Æ)� (�2 + �E("2))g�with Æ > 0 suh that (1 � 2 Æ) � (�2 + �E("2)) > 0. Choose g(x) = 1 + x2 . Notethat for every x 2 A ,ZR g(y)P (X1 2 dy jX0 = x) � 1 + x2 ��2 + �E("2) + � E("2)x2 �� 1 + x2 (1� 2Æ)= 1� x2Æ + x2(1� Æ)� 1� Æ + x2(1� Æ) = g(x) (1� Æ) :



THE TAIL OF AN AR(1)-PROCESS WITH ARCH(1) ERRORS 13This together with (3.10) for � = 2 and A instead of [�M;M ℄, Theorem 3 ofTweedie (1983b) holds and the seond moment of the stationary distribution is�nite.Even if the building bloks ("n)n2N have moments of all orders, i.e.  = �1,not all moments of the stationary distribution are �nite.Proposition 3. Suppose (Xn)n2N is given by equation (2.1) with ("n)n2N sat-isfying the general onditions (2.2) and with parameters � and � satisfying (3.2).Let X be the stationary limit variable of (Xn)n2N. Choose N > 0 suh thatE(jp�"jN ) > 2 :(3.11)Then E(jX jN) =1 :Proof. Assume that the N -th moment is �nite. As a onsequene of (2.4)(reall that w.l.o.g. � � 0)E(jX jN ) = E(j�X +p� + �X2 "jN )= E(1fX<0gjX jN j�+r �X2 + � (�")jN )+E(1fX>0gjX jN j�+r �X2 + � "jN )= E(jX jN j�+r �X2 + � "jN)� E(jX jN)E(1f">0gjp� "jN)> E(jX jN) ;where we used in the third and fourth line that X and " are independent. The lastline is a onsequene of (3.11) and the symmetry of ".Remark 5. (a) Note that N > 2 if �2+�E("2) < 1 sine the seond momentexists by Theorem 3().(b) Condition (3:11) an be replaed by E(1f">0gj� +p�"jN ) > 1 for � � 0 andE(1f"<0gj�+p�"jN ) > 1 for � < 0, respetively. These alternative onditions mayenable us to �nd a smaller N .Beause of Proposition 3 we know that the distribution of X is heavy-tailed inthe sense that not all moments exist. The following setion onsiders the preiseasymptoti behavior of its tail.



14 M. BORKOVEC AND C. KL�UPPELBERG4. The tail of the stationary distribution. Estimating the (heavy) tail ofa stationary distribution of a Markov proess is in general a non-trivial problemand few expliit results are known in the literature. There are basially two ar-tiles whih refer to this topi and whih are somewhat related to our problem.Kesten (1973) investigates the tail of the limit distribution of the solution of a lin-ear di�erene equation, and Goldie (1991) proves and extends Kesten's results inthe one-dimensional ase by applying a renewal type argument.Unfortunately, both approahes are not diretly appliable for the AR(1) proesswith ARCH(1) errors, sine (Xn)n2N does not �t in their framework. Considerinstead the proess (Yn)n2N given by the stohasti di�erene equationYn = �����Yn�1 +q� + �Y 2n�1"n���� ; n � 1 ;(4.1)where ("n)n2N are the same i.i.d. random variables as in Theorem 3, the onstantsare the same as for the proess (Xn)n2N and Y0 equals jX0j a.s. It an be seeneasily that (Yn)n2N d= (jXnj)n2N if X0 � �. Hene (Yn)n2N and (jXnj)n2N havethe same stationary distribution and P (X > x) = 1=2P (Y > x), x 2 R. SettingM := j� +p� "j and � as in Lemma 3.1, the onditions of Corollary 2.4 of Goldie(1991) on M are satis�ed. Thus, under the additional assumption thatE ����(j�Y +p� + �Y 2 "j)� � (j�+p� "jY )����� <1 ;(4.2)the tail of the stationary distribution of (Yn)n2N is Pareto, i.e.P (Y > x) �  x�� ; x!1 ;(4.3)where  is a well-spei�ed non-negative onstant. Note that a suÆient onditionfor (4.2) is E(Y ��1) <1 .The above proedure using Goldie's result seems to be at �rst sight very sim-ple. However, in spite of the strength and elegane of the results in Goldie (1991),additional onditions suh as (4.2) are hard to hek. Sine the knowledge of theexistene of moments is in some way equivalent to the knowledge of the (unknown)tail distribution (or at least the tail index of the stationary distribution), we on-sider diretly the tail of the stationary distribution of the proess (Xn)n2N. Thetail is derived by applying a Tauberian theorem whih, as far as we know, is anew approah. This method may also be applied to other proesses given by ran-dom reurrene equations whih do not �t in the framework of Kesten (1973) orGoldie (1991), or whih simply do not ful�ll all the onditions in the two referredartiles. Note that our approah gives no information on the slowly varying fun-tion present in the tail of the heavy-tailed stationary distribution. In the ase of theAR(1) proess with ARCH(1) errors we determine the tail index of the stationary



THE TAIL OF AN AR(1)-PROCESS WITH ARCH(1) ERRORS 15distribution of (Xn)n2N with our new approah and draw then the onlusion thatthe slowly varying funtion is a well-spei�ed onstant.In order to present our method we need the notion of O-regular variation; seeBingham et al. (1987), Chapter 2, for relevant de�nitions and results.Proposition 4. Let F (x) := P (X > x), x � 0, be the tail of the stationarysolution of the proess (Xn)n2N given by (2.1). Then F is O-regularly varying. Inpartiular, if H := 1�H denotes the tail of the distribution funtion of ", for every� � 1, F (�x)F (x) � H �max(0; �� �p� )� for all x � 0 :(4.4)Proof. Let � � 1 be arbitrary. Sine X is symmetri and (jXnj) and (Yn)have the same law when X0 � �, we have for every x � 0,P (X > �x)P (X > x) = P (Y > �x)P (Y > x)� P (�Y +p� + �Y 2" > �x; " > 0)P (Y > x)� P (Y > �x=(�+p�"); " > 0)P (Y > x)� Z 1max(0;(���)=p�) P (Y > �x=(�+p�t))P (Y > x) p(t)dtBy monotoniity, the integrand is bounded from below by 1. Therefore, (4.4) holds.Note that the rhs of (4.4) does not depend on x. Letting x ! 1 and applyingCorollary 2.0.6 of Bingham et al. (1987) shows that F is O-regularly varying.Remark 6. Sine F is O-regularly varying, its lower Matuszewska index > �1. Therefore, by Theorem 2.2.2 of Bingham et al. (1987), for every� 2 (�;1) there exist C > 0 and x0 > 0 suh that x� F (x) � C for all x � x0.It turns out that the following modi�ation of the Drasin-Shea Theorem (Bing-ham et al. (1987), Theorem 5.2.3, p. 273) is the key to our result.Theorem 7. Let k : [0;1)! [0;1) be an integrable funtion and let (a; b) bethe maximal open interval (where a < 0) suh that�k(z) = Z(0;1) t�z k(t)t dt <1 ; for z 2 (a; b) :



16 M. BORKOVEC AND C. KL�UPPELBERGIf a > �1, assume limÆ#0 �k(a+ Æ) =1, if b <1, assume limÆ#0 �k(b� Æ) =1. Leth : [0;1)! [0;1) be loally bounded. Assume h has bounded inrease. Iflimx!1 R(0;1) k(x=t)h(t)dt=th(x) =  > 0 ;(4.5)then  = �k(�) for some � 2 (a; b) and h(x) � x�l(x) ; x!1 ;where l is some slowly varying funtion.We will identify h with the tail F of the distribution of X . The following is ourmain theorem.Theorem 8. Suppose (Xn)n2N is given by equation (2.1) with ("n)n2N satis-fying the general onditions (2.2) and (D:1) � (D:3) and with parameters � and �satisfying (3.2). Let F (x) = P (X > x); x � 0; be the right tail of the stationarydistribution funtion. Then F (x) �  x�� ; x!1 ;where  = 12� E �����jX j+p� + �X2"���� � ���(�+p�")jX j�����E �j�+p�"j� log j�+p�"j�(4.6)and � is given as the unique positive solution toE(j� +p�"j�) = 1 :(4.7)Remark 9. (a) For the ARCH(1) proess (i.e. the ase � = 0) this result iswell-known (see Goldie (1991) or Embrehts et al. (1997), Setion 8.4).(b) Let E(j� + p�"j�) = h�;�(�) be as in Lemma 2. Reall that for " � N(0; 1)and �xed �, the exponent � is dereasing in j�j. This means that the distribution ofX gets heavier tails. In partiular, our new model has for � 6= 0 heavier tails thanthe ARCH(1) proess (see also Table 3).() Theorem 8 together with Lemma 2 implies that the seond moment of thestationary distribution exists if and only if �2 + �E("2) < 1.The proof of Theorem 8 will be an appliation of Theorem 7. Proposition 5presents an impliit formula for the right tail F = 1 � F of the distribution of X .We shall need the formula to show that assumption (4.5) is ful�lled. In the followingall assumptions of Theorem 8 hold. Reall that w.l.o.g. � � 0.



THE TAIL OF AN AR(1)-PROCESS WITH ARCH(1) ERRORS 17Proposition 5.1 = H(x=p�)F (x) + Z 10 f(x; t)dt + Z 10 h(x; t)dt ; x > 0 ;(4.8)where H(x) = P (" > x), x > 0, and for every x > 0; t > 0,f(x; t) := �p( x� �tp� + �t2 ) + p( x+ �tp� + �t2 )� x�t2(� + �t2)3=2 F (t)F (x) 1t � 0 ;h(x; t) := �p( x� �tp� + �t2 )� p( x+ �tp� + �t2 )� ��t(� + �t2)3=2 F (t)F (x) 1t � 0 :Proof. By (2.4) and the symmetry of X , we haveF (x) = Z 1�1 P (�X +p� + �X2 " > x j X = t)dF (t)= � Z 10 P (��t+p� + �t2" > x)dF (�t) + Z 10 P (�t+p� + �t2" > x)dF (t)= � Z 10 P (��t+p� + �t2" > x)dF (t) + Z 10 P (�t+p� + �t2" > x)dF (t)= � Z 10 �H( x+ �tp� + �t2 ) +H( x� �tp� + �t2 )�dF (t) :Integration by parts (see e.g. Theorem 18.4 in Billingsley (1995)) and again sym-metry yieldsF (x) = H( xp� )� Z 10 �p( x+ �tp� + �t2 )�(� + �t2)� (x + �t)�t(� + �t2)3=2+ p( x� �tp� + �t2 )��(� + �t2)� (x� �t)�t(� + �t2)3=2 �F (t)dt= H( xp� ) + Z 10 �p( x� �tp� + �t2 ) + p( x+ �tp� + �t2 )� x�t2(� + �t2)3=2F (t)dtt+ Z 10 �p( x� �tp� + �t2 )� p( x+ �tp� + �t2 )� ��t(� + �t2)3=2F (t)dtt :Finally, h(x; t) � 0 for every x > 0, t > 0 beause of (D:1) and the symmetry of p.This �nishes the proof.We investigate now (4.8). Using Proposition 3, Proposition 4 and Remark 6 wederive some tehnial results in the next three lemmata. These results will be ruialin applying Theorem 7.



18 M. BORKOVEC AND C. KL�UPPELBERGLemma 1. For every a � 0 and b > 0,limx!1 H ((x� a)=b)F (x) = 0 :Proof. Assume �rst that  = �1. Beause of Proposition 1(a) and Remark 6the statement follows immediately.Now onsider the ase where  > �1. Let N := inffn > 0 : E(j"jn) > 2g andhoose m 2 (N;�). This is possible beause of Proposition 1(a). Similarly as inProposition 4 we derive thatF (x)H ((x� a)=b) = 12 P (j�Y +p� + �Y 2 "j > x)H ((x� a)=b)� 12 Z 10 H((x � � t)=p� + �t2)H ((x� a)=b) dFY (t)� 12 Z 1maxf2a=�;b=p�g H �(x � a)=p�t�H ((x � a)=b) dFY (t) :Applying the Lemma of Fatou and Proposition 2.2.1(a) of Bingham et al. (1987)yieldslim infx!1 F (x)H ((x� a)=b) � 12 Z 1maxf2a=�;b=p�g lim infx!1 H �(x� a)=p�t�H ((x� a)=b) dFY (t)� onst Z 1maxf2a=�;b=p�g tmdFY (t)= onst E(jX jm1fjXj>maxf2a=�;b=p�g) :Sine m > N and E(jX jN ) =1, the statement follows by Proposition 3.Lemma 2. For every T > 0,limx!1 Z 10 f(x; t)dt = limx!1 Z 1T f(x; t)dt = 1 :Moreover, if the lower Matuszewska index  = �1, then for every q 2 (0; 1),limx!1 Z 1xq f(x; t)dt = 1 :Proof. Note that0 � h(x; t) � ��x� f(x; t); for every t � 1 and x > 0 :(4.9)Thus, for every x > 0,0 � Z 11 h(x; t)dt � ��x� Z 11 f(x; t)dt :(4.10)



THE TAIL OF AN AR(1)-PROCESS WITH ARCH(1) ERRORS 19Next hoose T � 0 arbitrary. By (D:1), for every t 2 [0; T ℄ and x large enough0 � maxff(x; t); h(x; t)g � maxf2�T; ��g�3=2 p( x� �Tp� + �T 2 ) xF (x) ;and therefore distinguishing again between  = �1 and  > �1 (in the �rst aseuse Remark 6 otherwise Lemma 1 and Proposition 1(d)) we getlimx!1 f(x; t) = 0 and limx!1h(x; t) = 0 ; for every t 2 [0; T ℄ :Thus, by the dominated onvergene theorem,limx!1 Z T0 f(x; t)dt = 0 and limx!1 Z T0 h(x; t)dt = 0 :(4.11)Combining the result in Lemma 1 with (4.10) and (4.11) the �rst statement follows.Finally, by (D:1), Remark 6 and Proposition 1(), supposing that  = �1 andx large enough,Z xqT f(x; t)dt � 2 p( x� �xqp� + �x2q ) xq+1�(� + �T 2)3=2 1F (x)xq� onst(T ) p( x1�q � �p�=x2q + � )(x1�q)(2q+1+�)=(1�q) ! 0 ; x!1 :This ompletes the proof.Lemma 3. De�ne for x > 0, t > 0g(x; t) := �p(x� �tp�t ) + p(x+ �tp�t )� x�t2(�t2)3=2 F (t)F (x) 1t ;then limx!1 R10 g(x; t)dt = 1.Proof. Note �rst that integration by parts and Lemma 1 yield for every T > 00 � lim supx!1 Z T0 g(x; t)dt� lim supx!1 F (T )0�H�(x� �T )=p�T�F (x) + H�(x + �T )=p�T�F (x) 1A+ lim supx!1 Z T0 �H�(x� �t)=p�t�+H�(x+ �t)=p�t��F (x) dF (t)(4.12) � 4 lim supx!1 H�(x� �T )=p�T�F (x) = 0 :



20 M. BORKOVEC AND C. KL�UPPELBERGFurthermore, by the general onditions (2.2) and assumption (D:1) , for every x >0, t � 0 p(x� �tp� t ) � p( x� �tp� + �t2 )and hene with Lemma 2 and (4.12) we getlim supx!1 Z 10 g(x; t)dt = lim supx!1 Z 1T g(x; t)dt� � ��T 2 + 1�3=2 lim supx!1 Z 1T f(x; t)dt= � ��T 2 + 1�3=2 :Letting T !1 we onlude thatlim supx!1 Z 10 g(x; t)dt � 1 :It remains to show that the onverse inequality holds for the limes inferior. Werestrit ourselves to  = �1 (for  > �1 replae in what follows the lowerintegration limit xq with T ). Choose Æ > 0 arbitrary and let q be the onstant in(D:3). By assumption (D:3) and Lemma 2lim infx!1 Z 10 g(x; t)dt � lim infx!1 Z 1xq g(x; t)dt� (1� Æ) lim infx!1 Z 1xq f(x; t) (� + �t2)3=2(�t2)3=2 dt� (1� Æ) lim infx!1 Z 1xq f(x; t)dt= 1� Æ :Sine Æ > 0 was arbitrary the statement follows.We are now ready to prove Theorem 8.Proof of Theorem 8. The proof is an appliation of Theorem 7. Choosek(x) = xp��p(x� �p� ) + p(x+ �p� )� ; x > 0 ;(4.13)and h(x) = F (x) ; x > 0 :(4.14)



THE TAIL OF AN AR(1)-PROCESS WITH ARCH(1) ERRORS 21One an readily see that k is non-negative, h is non-negative, loally bounded andof bounded inrease sine it is non-inreasing. Note that for every z 2 (�1;1)�k(z) = Z 10 t�z k(t)t dt= Z 10 t�z 1p�p( t� �p� )dt+ Z 0�1(�t)�z 1p�p( t� �p� )dt= E(j�+p�"j�z) :Let (a; b) be the maximal open interval suh that�k(z) <1 for z 2 (a; b) :Note that a = �T = � inffu � 0 jh�;�(u) = 1g < 0 and b = 1 beause ofProposition 2 and the fat that for z � 0Z 11 t�z k(t)t dt � Z 11 1p��p( t� �p� ) + p( t+ �p� )�dt <1and Z 10 t�z k(t)t dt � onst Z 10 t�zdt = (<1 ; z < 1 ;=1 ; z � 1 :Furthermore, by the dominated and monotone onvergene theorem, respetively,limÆ#0 �k(a+ Æ) = limÆ#0 E �1fj�+p� "j�1gj�+p� "j�(a+Æ)�+ limÆ#0 E �1fj�+p� "j>1gj�+p� "j�(a+Æ)�= E �1fj�+p� "j�1gj�+p� "jT� + E �1fj�+p� "j>1gj�+p� "jT�= h�;�(T ) = 1and limÆ#0 �k(b� Æ) = limÆ#0 Z 10 t�(1�Æ) 1p��p( t� �p� ) + p( t+ �p� )�dt� onst limÆ#0 Z 10 t�(1+Æ)dt = onst limÆ#0 1Æ = 1 :Finally, by Lemma 3, we havelimx!1 R10 k(x=t)F (t)dt=tF (x) = limx!1 Z 10 g(x; t)dt = 1and hene ondition (4.5) is ful�lled with  = 1. Therefore all assumptions ofTheorem 7 are satis�ed and we onlude (setting � = ��)F (x) � x��l(x) ; x!1 ;(4.15)



22 M. BORKOVEC AND C. KL�UPPELBERGwhere l is some slowly varying funtion and � is determined by the equationE(j�+p�"j�) = 1 ; for some � 2 (�1; T ) :(4.16)Sine the tail of the stationary distribution funtion is dereasing, the solution �in (4.16) has to be stritly positive and hene by Theorem 7 there exists a solution� 2 (0; T ) in (4.16) whih is unique beause of Lemma 2. Finally, with the pro-eeding desribed in the introdution of Setion 4 it follows that the slowly varyingfuntion l is the onstant  given in Theorem 8 .Remark 10. The approah proposed in this paper for evaluating the tail ofthe stationary distribution of (Xn)n2N is quite lengthy and tehnial and requiresthe unpleasant onditions (D:2) and (D:3). Unfortunately, as already mentioned inthe introdution of Setion 4, there does not exist any obvious simpler derivationfor general " . However, in the ase " � N(0; 1), the result in Theorem 8 an beobtained muh more easily using the speial struture of the harateristi funtionof the normal distribution.Reall that the random variableX whih has the stationary distribution funtionis haraterized by the �xpoint equationX d= �X + p� + �X2 " :(4.17)Now note that for every t 2 RE(eitX ) = E(eit�XE(eitp�+�X2 " jX) )= e��t2=2E(eit�X�t2�X2=2)(4.18) = E(eitp�N1)E(eit(�X+p�X N2)) ;where N1 and N2 are independent standard normal random variables, independentof X . From (4.18) we obtain the �xpoint equationX d=p�N1 + (�+p�N2)X :Hene X is limit variable of the ergodi proess ( eXn)n2N given by the stohastidi�erene equation eXn =p�N1;n + (�+p�N2;n) eXn�1 ;(4.19)where (N1;n; N2;n)n2N is an iid sequene of random variables with same distributionas (N1; N2). The stationary distribution of the proess ( eXn)n2N follows from Goldie(1991, Theorem 4.1), see also Embrehts et al. (1997), Setion 8.4.
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